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æ� æ� æ� æ¥¸å�¨æ��æ�³ - Windows 10 Â· Your New Favorite Organizer (32bit).Q: How to find out
which pthreads are currently running in raspi? Basically I am dealing with five different python

threads which are running asynchronously and I want to get some metrics about them (how much
time they ran, how much data they got processed etc.). The first thing that comes to my mind is to
dump all their statuses into a log file and get a summary from it. The problem with it is that it is not

easy to get the PID of each thread, so I cannot do it. I heard that raspi has some system level
threads, but I don't have a code in hand. If it actually do have threads, then I need to find out which
are they. Is there any way to get the PID of the threads? A: I think what you are looking for is ptrace.

If you can find the process you are interested in, say pid. Then do: sudo ptrace -p pid,pid1,pid2,...
pidn From there you can collect information on all threads or even pass arguments to all threads:

sudo ptrace -p pid,pid1,pid2,... pidn child_thread arg1 arg2 arg3... argn You will also be able to find
information on the stack, which should help you find the start and end of each threads Q: Not able to

understand the meaning of “This feels like a well-known situation” I don't get the meaning of the
following sentence: This feels like a well-known situation. I know the meaning of felt and understood,

but why is a well-known situation here? A: A well-known situation (or situation) means a situation
that is commonly encountered in common knowledge or experience. In this case, the well-known

situation is the common experience of (or knowledge of) common knowledge. So in your situation,
you are describing a situation that you are in where it is common knowledge (or common

experience) that the situation that you are in is a (commonly experienced) situation that you have
encountered before. Supreme Court, in a 5- c6a93da74d
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